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This article is an examination of the impact of intra-Asian travel on monuments tied to colonialism 

in Asia. The study highlights emergent changes surrounding perceptions of tourism and what is seen 

as “exotic” as well as “authentic” in Asia vis-à-vis the burgeoning feeling of postcolonial guilt in the 

contemporary West. Citing the example of architectural monuments tied to colonial era Christian 

missionaries in Malaysia and Singapore, the research suggests that the 21st century is witness to 

a developing “postcolonial paradox” where the cultural norms and values of the prewar West are 

becoming more readily acceptable in parts of developing Asia than in the West itself. As “traditional 

values” become increasingly superseded by “progressive values” in the Western world, the premise 

is that the rise of the intra-Asian traveler will nevertheless allow for a belated appreciation of monu-

ments celebrating the principles, if not the politics, of the Imperial age in Asia.
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Introduction: Tourism in “Emerging” Asia

 Tourism in the developing world has long 

focused on “exotic” forms of “otherness” that 

Western eyes perceive as “authentic” and cer-

tainly “different” from that which exists in Western 

societies, leading to what Urry (1990) described 

as “the tourist gaze.” This has shaped types of 

tourism development in “emerging” postcolonial 

Asia aimed at attracting the Western gaze, in partic-

ular from the 1960s onwards. However, recent tour-

ism trends as reported by the United Nations World 

Tourism Organization (UNWTO) suggest that the 

pattern of tourism growth in the 21st century will 

be led by Asian (and especially mainland Chinese) 

tourists who are rapidly replacing Europeans as the  
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recognized this new form of empire as an ultimately 

temporary economic and political arrangement, 

unlike the earlier contiguous empires of Rome 

or Byzantium that were planned as permanent  

enlargements of a single polity.

It is also generally acknowledged that Christian-

ity’s spread across much of Asia was a by-product 

of the Imperial age mixed in with social reform 

concerns (Madeira, 2005). Indeed, the Christian 

missionary “movement” has been described as the 

“First Globalization,” which empowered Western 

missionaries to try and evangelize the whole world 

(Roberts, 2002).

However, these same missionaries also stand 

accused of being instruments of colonial expansion, 

indirectly attacking and destroying other “ways of 

being” (Pennycook & Makoni, 2005).

As the colonial era fades from “living/remem-

bered” to “documented/recorded” history, how-

ever, reactions to it have similarly moved away 

from the emotional (both positive and negative) to 

the literary, social, and economic, with the latter 

often focusing on the “branding” of structures or 

zones within former “colonial quarters” for tour-

ism purposes. Where this rebranding has involved 

the adaptive reuse of missionary buildings, it has 

allowed such structures to be included in not just 

the list of “cultural tourist attractions” within host 

municipalities, but also the gazetted list of “heritage 

buildings,” an example of which can be seen in 

Figure 1.

This retrospective rebranding of previously neg-

lected colonial structures in parts of Asia has 

occurred in tandem with the ascendency of the 

21st century Asian tourist, who, unlike his or her  

Western counterpart, often hails from societies 

with a lower level or personal freedom, indepen-

dent media discourse, and critical self-analysis  

(Maruyama & Stronza, 2010). Functionally, this 

also dovetails with Goulding and Doric’s (2009) 

argument that heritage can be manipulated to  

define the significance of any group in society.

The disappearance of the ubiquitous colonial 

administrator/soldier/sailor from most parts of Asia 

after the mid-20th century and his replacement with 

the “uninterested” tourist hailing increasingly from 

another Asian country has altered the significance 

of monuments from colonial times throughout 

much of Asia even as similar monuments are being 

dominant source of international leisure travelers, 

especially in Asia itself (UNWTO, 2014).

Although the countries of Europe had in com-

mon, a religious identity centered on Christianity, 

even before the emergence of the European Union, 

the heterogeneous nations of Asia have no com-

parable cross-border cultural bond. Furthermore, 

whereas major European language groups have 

either Latin or Germanic roots, even the linguistic 

heritage of Asia is a fractured product of centuries 

of relatively separate cultural development coun-

terstamped with decades of colonial domination 

(Taylor-Leech, 2008).

The ability to find “the other” identified as so 

important in tourism development (Chong, 2012) 

should therefore prove relatively easy for the intra-

Asian traveler, simply by exploring his or her own 

heterogeneous “backyard” in the middle term. As 

part of this exploration, the monuments celebrat-

ing the spread of Christianity during the colonial 

era form part of the “exotic other” that Asian eyes 

may increasingly perceive as “different” and even 

“authentic” in the 21st century. It is history turn-

ing full circle, which may have long-term effects on 

the development and marketing of heritage tourism 

sites around the world going forward.

Based on these premises, this article discusses 

the impact of intra-Asian travel on monuments tied 

to colonialism in Asia. More specifically, by focus-

ing on the experience of architectural monuments 

tied to colonial era missionaries in Malaysia and 

Singapore, the research questions what is seen as 

“exotic” and “authentic” by Asian travelers in Asia 

vis-à-vis the burgeoning feeling of postcolonial guilt 

in the contemporary West. By doing so, this work 

paves the way to reconceive debates surrounding 

colonial heritage and Asian identities, which have  

not been explored in detail by tourism scholars.

Colonial and Christian Monuments

Victorian Britain’s pioneering industrialization 

allowed the UK to build an empire via “coloniza-

tion” in the 19th century. This impulse, which soon 

spread across Europe, was described by Kuiten-

brouwer (1991) as “the effort to establish formal 

or informal political control over another society” 

(p. 3). This acknowledgement that Europe’s over-

seas possessions were distinct, “other” societies 
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pasts representing, to a great extent, an “alternative” 

chapter of history not covered by “official” text-

books nor celebrated in publicly funded museums.

In many countries, such “alternatives” are often 

suppressed in order to “sell” tourist sites to visi-

tors who might otherwise feel alienated (Hall & 

McArthur, 1996). Yet, these places are the “starting 

point” of tourism—its “potential energy,” where  

“tourist-friendly” narratives are waiting to be  

written (Tan, 2017). These places also represent  

the antithesis of the 21st century’s “progressive” 

movements that have gradually evolved West-

ern society away from being generally Christian, 

conservative, and monoethnic during the impe-

rial era to being increasingly atheist, liberal, and  

multiethnic in the 21st century.

The 21st century’s association of “Western” 

values with “liberal” values therefore exposes a 

postcolonial paradox, because many of Europe’s 

former colonies in Asia have readily adopted the 

earlier Western values of the colonial age relat-

ing to law, culture, and modes of worship. This 

form of “mimicry” effectively “appropriates” the 

colonial “other” through regulation and discipline 

in a way that allows for a limited visualization 

of power (Bhabha, 1994). This is especially true 

increasingly criticized in the Western “Anglo-

sphere” itself.

Liberalism and the Postcolonial Paradox

It has been argued that European multicultur-

alism in particular is a result of a postcolonial 

movement of the previously “colonized” to former 

“imperial mother countries” (Ali & Holden, 2006). 

In many societies throughout Southeast Asia, by 

contrast, vibrant multiculturalism can be traced 

to colonial trade routes that connected diverse  

points of the globe and linked peoples of distinct 

languages, cultures, and religions. The present-day 

Christian communities of countries as diverse as 

Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore in 

particular have origins tied to the efforts of colo-

nial era missionaries who often operated with the 

tacit support of governments who considered them  

positive agents of “Westernization” (Tan, 2011).

An instructive example of the re branding of 

colonial era structures are the formerly Christian 

“Mission Schools” of Malaysia and Singapore, 

which were once at the vanguard of this movement. 

Mostly founded in the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries, these embody Christian and Eurocentric 

Figure 1. The Singapore Art Museum, formerly St. Joseph’s Institution, Singapore 

(source: author).
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Discursive Identity Formation and the 

Creation of Touristic “Potential Energy”

Wertsch (2002) suggested that positive “visions 

of the nation” are best served via the teaching of 

history to construct a national identity through 

narrative as a form of “collective remembering.” 

However, Torsti (2007) warns that any “con-

structed identity” would contain pitfalls for all but 

the most homogenous societies, due to the inevi-

table tendency to construct divisions between those 

accepted, or sometimes even labeled, as belong-

ing to “national” communities and the inevitable 

“outsiders.”

Baumann (2013) goes so far as to suggest that 

“education plays a central role in ethnic or religious 

conflict” (p. 439), highlighting this negative poten-

tial especially in countries where different ethnic 

groups are educated separately, or where teachers 

are recruited from communities “other” than those 

of the students themselves or where education is 

given to a multilingual student body via a “domi-

nant” language that, embedded in ethnic and other 

social dimensions, may then disadvantage certain 

groups (Apple, 2003; Giroux, 1997).

Whereas the dangers of using the education 

system for discursive identity formation in plural 

societies is therefore documented, the contrasting 

opportunity to engage monuments, especially those 

imbued with a high degree of touristic “potential 

energy” as a means for a more inclusive formation 

of identity, has not yet been fully discussed.

Touristic “Potential Energy” 

and Historic Monuments

Not all tourist attractions are reaching “full 

potential” in terms of visitor numbers. This  

seemingly obvious statement has been ascribed to 

political inaction, poor transport connections, and 

marketing (Akpedonu, 2016), but a deeper analysis 

suggests that identity issues in fact lie at the heart  

of the ability of different monuments to convert 

touristic “potential energy” into actual tourism 

interest, especially in plural societies attempting to 

converge diverse histories into unitary narratives.

Whereas Gottschalk (1969) described “histori-

ography” as “the writing of history” (p. 48), sev-

eral contemporary writers have suggested that the 

for the minority urban communities of South-

east Asia (representing both the privileged and 

the underprivileged), which were for generations 

educated by religious teachers from Europe dedi-

cated to traditional ideas of family, gender, and 

community. Interestingly, these values are today 

increasingly seen as outmoded in the West but 

still perceived as the norm in many parts of Asia  

(Zakaria, 1994).

Whereas it is noted that the wide variety of  

cultures, traditions, and religious practices within  

Asia can make intra-Asian differences seem greater 

than intra-Asian similarities (Lim & Mura, 2016), 

the maintenance of “traditional Western values”  

in some parts of Southeast Asia—as they are jet-

tisoned by the West—is having an increasingly 

visible impact on religious sites associated with 

tourism, especially in areas with large numbers of 

practicing Muslims or Christians. The 2017 deci-

sion by Malacca’s Portuguese community to build 

a miniature replica of Brazil’s statue of “Christ  

the Redeemer” in the city was, for example, con-

troversial because the state’s governing authorities 

saw the statue as a religious rather than touristic 

gesture, despite many of the same state’s most 

important historical tourist attractions having direct 

connections to Christianity (Sarkissian, 2002).

To some extent, this can be attributed to the 

fact that what counts as heritage (and especially, 

what counts as “cultural” heritage) has gener-

ally been decided by “experts” (Throsby, 2001). 

These “professionals” include art historians, 

archeologists, museum curators, conservationists,  

urban planners, and architects—a list that largely 

ignores the opinions, desires, and needs of “ordi-

nary people,” regardless of any direct or long-

lasting connections to the sites in question by  

the latter.

Whereas the fading of the colonial period into 

distant memory has tempted some Asian govern-

ments to return to more “traditional” concepts of 

“nationhood” organized around ethnicity, language,  

or religion, Hussin (2001) suggested that a repeated 

presentation of the past in narrative form can in  

fact allow for the “discursive” formation of a 

nation, where narrative history serves very much 

as an ideological tool that can take the place of the 

biological kinship that was the hallmark of most 

precolonial polities.
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Khoo-Lattimore, & Mura, 2014), Asia’s colonial 

monuments are nevertheless typically centrally 

located and imposing in terms of size and design, 

with the first two elements making them a favorite 

target for demolition by land-hungry developers. 

The impact of Chinese and other Asian tourists is 

therefore helping to preserve colonial monuments 

by placing a monetary value on these places.

The importance of economics is further empha-

sized by recent studies arguing that whereas the 

packaged leisure holiday of “sun, sea, and sand” 

still has a place, it is the “cultural tourist” who is 

generally the bigger spender, and therefore the more 

sought after in the long run by cities hosting impor-

tant cultural sites (Richards, 2003). The colonial 

origins of many Southeast Asian cities has there-

fore entrenched the need to preserve colonial monu-

ments, especially in tourism-intensive cities such as 

Malacca and Penang in Malaysia, Luang Prabang  

in Laos, and Vigan in the Philippines (King, 2016).

The postcolonial, narrative-led, “discursive re-

construction” of these monuments to allow them to 

be appreciated as works of public art rather than 

political statements is a tribute to the power of 

tourism in bridging cultural divides not just within 

societies but also between different countries, sug-

gesting that the importance of these sites will rise 

rather than fall as the 21st century progresses.

Conclusion: A Brighter Future 

for Asia’s Colonial Monuments

Villaverde, Helyar, and Kincheloe (2006) sum-

marized the outcome of historiography, and indeed, 

the purpose of historical research itself as “knowl-

edge production, learning that is politically situated 

and made useful for the transformation of culture 

and society” (p. 10). The age of the Asian traveler 

will conceivably transform the way diverse societies 

view colonial era cultural monuments, which will 

help preserve them even as similar constructs gradu-

ally fall out of favor in the West. For Asians to view 

the West as “exotic” requires an interest not just in 

Western popular culture, language, and cuisine, but 

also Western history. There is no better place to start 

than the Western history that has left an indelible 

mark on the Asian built environment, the nascent 

“colonial quarters” of Asia waiting to be marketed  

for tourism like the Chinatowns of the West.

hallmark of historiography is in fact the need to have 

“historical reasoning” to connect researched and 

unresearched areas. Fallace (2009) premised that 

“historiographical knowledge will allow teachers to 

provide a more accurate view of the epistemological 

value of history” (p. 206), whereas Loewen (2010) 

argued that “history comes alive when students do, 

rather than merely read, history” (p. 83). The stress 

on history being subject to contemporary reevalu-

ation was also emphasized by Galgano, Arndt, and 

Hyser (2008), who argued that rather than consider-

ing antiquity “a collection of facts about the past,” a 

historiographical approach could instead treat his-

tory as an interpretation of the past based on the  

weight of available evidence (p. 1).

If, as was suggested by Goffman (1974), the 

individual is a social construct, academic research 

should therefore view social and cognitive relations 

as part of one interaction to uncover knowledge pro-

duction. Here, the strength of historical monuments 

is an ability to demand social and cognitive enquiry, 

discussion, and even argument about origins, pur-

pose, and location. The greater the discussion, the 

greater a monument’s fame or infamy, allowing 

those that survive the process intact to fully con-

vert “touristic potential energy” into tourism inter-

est and visitor numbers, because “reconstructed 

identities,” while sometimes dangerous for hetero-

geneous polities, are nevertheless necessary to safe-

guard the survival of monuments that have outlived  

the norms of past social and political contexts.

Reconstructing Colonial Monuments 

for the Asian Traveler

Most countries in Southeast Asia were at some 

point colonies of Western countries. By contrast, 

China and Japan, while heavily influenced by 

Western ideas, nevertheless retained de jure inde-

pendence throughout the 20th century. Now that 

China in particular is beginning to dominate travel 

in Asia, it is therefore imperative that tourism 

research addresses the needs of the cultural tour-

ist brought up in a relatively “different” and “con-

trolled” society (Maruyama & Stronza, 2010).

Here, the role of colonial monuments stretches 

beyond merely providing a nearby “exotic” that 

would otherwise cost the Chinese traveler far more 

to see in Europe. Often previously unloved (Butler, 
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